
Stream X
Tables



Simply refined.

The Stream X family, takes a new angle on tables.

A refined, minimalist style available in natural timber and
powder coated steel. Stream X compliments any modern
office design.

The splayed frame design with its unique curved
triangluar leg profile gives the room charisma and sets
the tone for a dynamic environment.

Frame: House Metal Coatings Range
Top: House Laminates Range

Finishes

Available in large range of sizes
Cable management / softwiring options available
Splay frame design
Curved triangluar leg profile

Features



UNIQUE SPLAYED LEG A remarkable blending of mid-century
influences with a modern edge, the Stream X 
 is a sophisticated spin on the classic
sawhorse table. 

Combining the stability of the angular design
with our unique curved triangular leg profile
has proved a winning style.

Simplicity again is the keynote of elegance.



FLEXIBLE DESIGN Stream X is sleek, simple and modern table
design that is flexible to various top sizes and
can be fitted with cable boxes for clean work
areas.

Available with round tops and rectangle
lengths up to 4.8m, the Stream X can be
customised to suit any office space.



LOCAL MANUFACTURING Burgtec is serious about manufacturing
furniture here in Australia using locally
sourced materials. 

That's how we continue to provide world-
class furniture with quicker lead times and
true sustainability.

Manufactured locally, the Stream X tables are
available in 4-6 weeks.



DIMENSIONS (MM) - 
STREAM X  TABLES
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Care and Maintenance

Warranty Information
Stream X tables  offer 10 Year Warranty. Burgtec promises the original
purchaser, at our option, to repair or replace any of the said product or
component thereof, subject to normal commercial use, that is
defective in material or workmanship for the time period offered on
the product from date of purchase. To view the full warranty statement
for Stream X tables please go to burgtec.com/streamX.

Laminate Surfaces

Chrome, Anodised, Polished or
Powdercoated Metal Surfaces

Clean with a damp, soft cloth or sponge using lukewarm water.
Neutral diluted detergent may also be used with lukewarm water.
Strong detergents which contain bleach, acid or have an abrasive
effect (such as scouring creams) should be avoided.

Clean with a damp, soft cloth or sponge using lukewarm soapy
water. Strong detergents which contain bleach, acid or have an
abrasive effect (such as scouring creams) should be avoided.
Sponges and scourers made from synthetic fibres or metal which
may leave permanent scratches on the surfaces should also be
avoided. Ensure product is dried with clean fibre- free cloth after
washing. 
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